Steganos Privacy Suite 21 provides better performance and
clarity for privacy and data protection
Berlin, 29 August 2019 - Berlin-based software provider Steganos (www.steganos.com), which
specialises in data protection and digital privacy, has announced the release of the brand new
Privacy Suite 21. From today, users will have access to an easy-to-use, complete solution
comprising the individually available security programs Steganos Safe 21 and Steganos
Password Manager 21. The new product offers extremely accelerated cloud synchronisation and
Mobile Privacy performance. A range of interface designs, easier safe creation, improvements to
the Portable Safe and new optional list views contribute to a much improved overview. File
attachments can be synchronised between multiple computers.
Major new features and improvements in Steganos Privacy Suite 21:








Choice of different new interface designs
Extreme acceleration of cloud synchronisation and Mobile Privacy
More at a glance with new optional list views
Synchronisation of file attachments between multiple computers
Mobile Privacy now also with password categories
Safe creation with more clarity through additional assistance
Portable Safe improvements

Steganos Privacy Suite 21

Steganos Privacy Suite 21, featuring the security applications Safe 21 and Password Manager 21,
has been reliably protecting data and privacy on the PC for decades. The developers at Steganos
work constantly on optimisation and improvements. Privacy Suite 21 benefits from extremely
accelerated cloud synchronisation, greater Mobile Privacy performance and improvements to the
Portable Safe. File attachments can be synchronised between multiple computers. Various
interface designs and new optional list views are now available for easy and intuitive use.
Password categories are now also available in Mobile Privacy. Added help when creating safes
also increases ease of use and clarity.
Proven mechanisms and functions enable sensitive data such as business documents, access
data, etc. to be securely encrypted and stored at the touch of a button. This can be to any
location on the computer, on the network or in the cloud. Sophisticated brute force protection
ensures maximum security. Passwords are automatically created, managed and entered for all
online accounts on the PC. Browser data and histories can be deleted with a single mouse click.
Full synchronisation is possible between the Mobile Privacy apps and multiple password
managers, in real time and on different devices, via OneDrive, Google Drive, Dropbox or
MagentaCLOUD.

Steganos Password Manager 21

Password Manager 21 uses highly secure AES 256-bit encryption to generate and manage passwords
securely on the PC, on mobile devices and in the cloud. The encryption has never been broken since
the company was founded. The choice of different interface designs now available and new optional
list views for better clarity ensure a good overview all the time. One important innovation is the
ability to synchronise file attachments between multiple computers. There is an extraordinary
improvement in performance for cloud synchronisation and Mobile Privacy. The latter now
includes password categories as well.
Thanks to full synchronisation between the Steganos Privacy apps and Steganos Password
Manager 21, strong passwords can be created and managed on the smartphone and any other
mobile device and will always be available. Passwords are always encrypted on the computer
first and only then transferred to the cloud if required. There are practical browser plug-ins for
Chrome and Firefox that can be used to automatically populate and save access data. Access to
private favourites is also very quick and easy. Users of Google Chrome benefit from simple
password imports. The virtual keyboard prevents keystrokes from being recorded by keyloggers.
With the optional character randomiser to protect against mouse click recording, and brute force
protection, access passwords are optimally protected.
Additional security for the keychain is achieved through two-factor authentication, using the
option of third-party apps such as Authy and Google Authenticator. There is a backup wizard for
easy handling of keychains. Additional security is provided through regular reminders to change
passwords. Secure access to PINs and passwords with automatic input in the in-app browser
while on the move is possible via free apps for iOS and Android. The portable USB version of
Password Manager 21 can be used on any computer with an encrypted password list. A helpful
print function is available for password lists that are stored in a safe deposit box or with a notary,
etc. For reliable protection against hackers and data spies, Steganos Password Manager 21
generates secure passwords and makes managing them easy. This ensures optimal, secure
password management.

Steganos Safe 21

When it comes to protecting confidential documents, business records, TAN lists and more,
Steganos Safe 21 offers highly professional security features that are intuitive and easy to use.
The new, varied and selectable interface designs offer the optimal environment for every user.
Also new is the additional help for easier safe creation. There are also improvements to the
Portable Safe. The digital safe protects all types of sensitive data at the touch of a button. The
latest 384-bit AES-XEX encryption with AES-NI hardware acceleration made in Germany is used for
protection.
Safes can be very easily set up on the PC, on the network or in the Cloud via Dropbox, Microsoft
OneDrive, Google Drive and MagentaCLOUD. Steganos claims that even secret services cannot
compete with the protection of the Safe 21. Once created, safes have a maximum size of 2 TB and
grow automatically, saving space on flash drives. The two-factor authentication for safes and
keychains ensures increased security. Safes can also be used portably on USB, CD, DVD or Bluray. Ideally, an open safe integrates seamlessly into Windows and can be used with any software.
System requirements
Microsoft® Windows® 10, 8 or 7: at least 1 GB RAM (32 & 64 Bit), CD-/DVD-ROM drive, 200MB of
storage space and an Internet connection (for updates)
Steganos Mobile Privacy iOS and Android apps are available for free in the App Store or Google
Play store.

For Steganos Safe™: Additional storage space is required for the secure drives. The NTFS file
system is required for secure drives larger than 4 GB.
For Steganos Portable Safe™: Optional CD/DVD or Blu-ray burner with corresponding software.
Optional, temporary hard drive space of up to 50 GB for Steganos Portable Safe™ packet files.
The NTFS file system is required for secure drives larger than 4 GB.
Supported key devices: All devices that Windows recognises as writeable removable media (e.g.
USB sticks, memory cards, digital cameras). Key devices not included in delivery.

Prices and availability
Steganos Privacy Suite 21, Steganos Password Manager 21 and Steganos Safe 21 are now
available on the Steganos homepage as well as in assorted specialist and online shops. The
price for the Steganos Privacy Suite 21 is $49.99. Steganos Password Manager 21 can be
purchased for $24.99. Steganos Safe 21 is available for $34.99. All variants can be used on up to
5 PCs at the same time.
In addition, there is a free trial version for each variant that can be used without restriction for up
to 30 days.
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